Canvas Baseline
The Newcastle University Canvas Baseline sets out the minimum core requirements expected on
all University modules within the centrally supported Virtual Learning Environment (VLE).
The Canvas Baseline ensures that the University provides students on taught programmes with a
core set of materials. These include programme related information and information about
learning, assessment and skills for each module. It has been designed to:
•
•
•

establish a degree of consistency across University modules (Canvas “courses”)
provide clear guidance regarding the availability of information and teaching resources
provided via Canvas
establish a baseline against which modules can be developed and offer guidance on ways
colleagues can enhance student engagement with learning through Canvas
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1. Baseline requirements
Requirement
All University modules must have a
VLE presence (Canvas course).

How to meet requirement
Automated
Manual
Active modules for the current academic year will have a
Canvas course created automatically from MOFs prior to
Semester 1. Previous years’ modules will remain active in
Canvas for 5 years 1. Students will retain access to this
content for as long as the modules are available or until
they leave the University.

The Canvas course navigation menu
should be consistently named and
ordered at a school/subject level.

The names of the items on the course menu cannot be
changed and the recommended order of the items has
been applied to all courses via the course template.

You can add additional course navigation links to the
course menu but it is recommended that these are
added to the bottom of the menu to ensure the rest
of the links are consistently ordered within your
school.

Module Information
• The credit weighting
• Learning outcomes
• The summary outline of
teaching activities

The Syllabus area of each Canvas course is automatically
populated with this content.

If the module handbook contains additional
information to that provided in the Syllabus area, the
handbook should be provided on the Canvas course.

The information is drawn from the Module Outline Form
(MOF) and therefore it is essential that the information
in the MOF is accurate. Any attempted changes made to
the Syllabus area will be overridden by the daily MOF
data feed.

Parent-child modules
The data feed is unable to pull through any
information from MOFs directly to the Syllabus area
of a Parent course. The required content should be
added manually to the Parent course. This could be

Modules from 2017/18, 2018/19 and 2019/20 have been transferred from Blackboard. Therefore, five years’ worth of content (4 years historical and current year) will be
available from 2021/22 onwards.
1
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Requirement

Contact Details
•
•

Module leader’s name
Module leader’s email address

Reading List
• Where relevant a reading list
must be provided.
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Automated

How to meet requirement
Manual
added to the Syllabus area and in this instance the
content won’t be overridden by the daily data feed.

The contact details of the module leader and other
named colleagues on the MOF will automatically
populate on the Syllabus area of the course.

It is recommended that the contact details of other
relevant colleagues, not named on the MOF, are
included on the Course Home Page.

It is essential that these details are kept up to date on
the MOF to prevent incorrect colleagues being listed.

Parent-child modules
The data feed is unable to pull through any
information from MOFs directly to the Syllabus area
of a Parent course. Contact details should be added
manually to the course.

The Library Reading List area within your Canvas course
automatically links through to your reading list. You can
manage items on your list yourself, or by contacting the
Library (readinglists@ncl.ac.uk).

Parent-child modules
For parent-child courses, and other instances, where
the reading list does not link automatically please
contact the Library (readinglists@ncl.ac.uk).

Requirement
Learning materials should be
presented in a consistent and easily
navigable structure.
These may include:
• Lecture presentations
• Lecture/seminar notes
• Lecture/seminar handouts
• Recordings of taught sessions
• Structured learning activities
Assessment information
This will include:
• Details of the type, weighting
and schedule of assessment
• Information about the form of
assessment for the module
• The assessment criteria
• The schedule for return of
feedback to students
This may also include:
• Guidance on the University
policy for the schedule of the
return of feedback

How to meet requirement
Automated
Manual
A suggested structure for course learning materials has
Key learning materials should be created in, or
been provided via the applied course template.
uploaded to, the Canvas course. Content should be
structured and named consistently. Any teaching
materials uploaded must be accessible and conform
All scheduled ReCap recordings will automatically
to the University’s guidance on copyright and
populate in the Recap recordings area on the course
intellectual property.
menu.
Any ReCap recordings can also be made available as
individual links in the modules area or embedded in
Canvas pages so they appear alongside other relevant
materials.
The Syllabus area is automatically populated with the
type and weighting of assessment, the assessment
criteria and the form of assessment. This information is
drawn from the MOFs database so it is essential that the
MOF is kept up to date.

Canvas courses should have an Assessment
Information section in the Modules area of the course
containing required Assessment Information not
provided automatically on the Syllabus page e.g. the
schedule for the return of feedback. If this
information is provided outside of Canvas, then
students should be directed to it from this area.
Parent-child modules
The data feed is unable to pull through any
information from MOFs directly to the Syllabus area
of a Parent course. The required content should be
added manually to the Parent course. This could be
added to the Syllabus area and in this instance the
content won’t be overridden by the daily data feed.

Non-modular based programmes that use Canvas must meet the requirements of the Canvas Baseline as set out above.
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2. Implementation of Canvas Baseline
The Canvas Baseline will be reviewed annually in response to system capabilities, University
policy and staff and student feedback via the following methods:
a) Feedback from students via the Student-Staff Committees, stage evaluations and
National Student Survey/Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey
b) Learning and Teaching Reviews
c) Data gathered from the reporting tools within the VLE
3. Enhance student engagement with learning through Canvas
The following suggestions are provided to outline ways to further develop your Canvas course
and provide opportunities to engage students in their learning through Canvas:
Enhance the course home page by providing:
• a welcome message to students, which could be in the form of a welcome video using
the Canvas media tool
• information on your Course Home Page outlining how to navigate the course
Effectively structure content using Pages rather than simply providing students with a list of
uploaded files. Rich media including video and audio can easily be included on Pages and they
enable you to link quickly to other course content such as assignments, discussions and files
ensuring that all related content is in one place.
Pages are built using the Canvas New Rich Content Editor (also available in a number of other
areas of the course) meaning this content can be checked for accessibility issues using the builtin accessibility checker. An added benefit of Pages is that the Microsoft Immersive Reader can be
used to increase the readability of content.
Communicate key and timely messages to your students using the Canvas announcements tool.
Provide opportunities for collaboration by using the Groups tool to create a space for students
to work together on documents, assignments and pages.
Facilitate extended discussions using the Canvas Discussions tool. Students can contribute to
class or group discussions anywhere, anytime.
Assess student progress and provide instant feedback using the Canvas Quizzes tool. Quizzes
could be used as a diagnostic assessment, a revision aid or as a means for students to evaluate
their own progress.
Close the feedback loop for your students by creating a ‘Student Voice’ page on your course.
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4. Support and Guidance
If you need support to develop your Canvas course there are a number of places you can go to
for help:
•

•
•
•

Use the Canvas Tier 1 24/7 support accessed via the Help Menu within Canvas for all of
your ‘How do I?’ Canvas questions
Use the Staff Orientation course, a comprehensive online training course, to learn about
the key functionality of Canvas at a time that suits you. Self-check quizzes are included at
the end of each section of learning so that you can assess your understanding.
Book on to a Canvas training session
Search the Canvas ‘How to’ guides

For any additional support requirements please contact LTDS@newcastle.ac.uk
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